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RM NIMBUS

RM LOGO

Discrepancies in the RM Logo Reference Manual
Reference Section
arcl,
(

arcr
The angle of arc is limited to + 360 degrees, not mod 360 as with
the other "radial" commands,

bload
If you bload the same extension more than once, identical sets of
routines will be loaded, as shown by the b l o a d e d command,
build

/

1

It is possible to use build to edit an existing procedure, but not
possible to use e d i t to build a non-existant procedure,
colour, s e t c , bg, setbg
When real numbers are supplied to s e t c or s e t b g , only the
integer part (mod 16) is used,
fence
The fence is one-way: if a turtle is outside the screen area before
f e n c e is issued, it is possible for the turtle to enter the screen
again. The fence then becomes active,
join
The maximum length of any single Logo word is 63 characters. If
you use j o i n , or any similar command, to create a word of more
than 63 characters, a word of exactly 63 characters will be
produced,
pennormal, penreverse
These primitives do NOT lower the pen as stated in the manual.
power n u m b e r l number2
If numberl <= 0 and number2 is not an integer, an error is
generated,
readfiled
When using this primitive, if any special Logo character is found
in the line that is being read, the line is truncated from the point
of the character. The next r e a d f i l e d command starts with the
next line in the file,
sense
If a turtle hits the edge of the screen, with sense on, Logo does
NOT perform a throw ' t o U c h t u r t l e . It does a t h r o w
• fence,
touch, point
These two primitives only work within the screen area.

Addenda
Other Chapters

Page 7.3
Line 5 of the procedure check.key should be:
i f : b u t t o n = »b [ b a c k w a r d 10]
Page 10.5-6
The variable : o b j e c t s (used in the procedure s c a n . l i s t )
' " the "variable
" " " ": names.
'
"
should be

J
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Page 11.7
There is an error in bracketing in the example

delete.records, from. file. Lines 3, 6 and 7 should be:
unless infile: filename [say [cannot
find] <+ :filename escape]
unless closefile:filename [say
cannot close] <+ :filename escape]
unless erasefile:filename [say
[cannot erase] <+ :filename
escape]
Page 16.7
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The interrupt mentioned on the fourth line from the bottom
should be OD1 hex and NOT OC1 hex as stated.
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Preface
RM Logo is a full and versatile language.
This book, RM Logo, and the accompanying
'Beginning RM Logo' provide:
• an introduction to the RM Logo language
• an introduction to using RM Logo on Nimbus
• a language reference
• a quick reference card
The aim is for you to understand Logo quickly and easily
and to use the extra features provided in RM Logo.
Beginning RM Logo by Hilary Shuard and Fred Daly,
is available from Research Machines, PN 14393. It
gives an introduction to RM Logo.
This book, RM Logo, is divided into two sections and
an index:
• a Concepts section
• a Logo primitives section
• index
The Concepts section consists of sixteen chapters which
progress quickly from starting with Logo to introducing
the special features of RM Logo. Many example programs
are included for you to try out, and are given in the
following format:

J
The 1: prompt
Anything following the 1: is to be typed in by
you.
Long Lines
Some Logo lines are longer than the width of these
pages. Any indented Logo lines in this book are a
continuation of the previous line, to be typed in
without pressing the <ENTER> key. If the
line is longer than the screen width, it
appears on the next screen line.

>

Procedures
Logo procedures are shown with a bui Ld command, a
blank line and then the text as it appears in the edit
window. You will need to type in all of the text
except for the first line (which results from the
bui Ld command).
The first chapter includes <ENTER> at the end of the
Logo lines to remind you to press the <ENTER> key.
Later chapters leave it out.
)

The Primitives section is the reference part of the book.
It lists all of the Logo primitives in alphabetical order,
the special Logo characters, keywords and signals. Some
examples are included to show how the words are used in
programs.
The index is at the back of the book but it covers only
the Concepts section. As the primitives are listed in an
alphabetical order, they are easy to find without the
additional task of looking in an index.
The Logo examples in the book have been tested but we
cannot guarantee a perfect performance when you use them.
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Chapter 1
Getting Started
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RM Logo
Logo is a computer language that originated in the 1960s
and has kept growing in popularity. It originated as a
language reflecting a philosophy of learning: beginners
start with little understanding but, through learning,
become increasingly more sophisticated. In turn, Logo has
become a full language, offering a complete range of
activities but retaining its one original founding
principle: it is easy to use.
Logo can be used without any knowledge of the internal
workings of the computer, and without any other
specialized knowledge. You can start to make things
happen with instructions such as forward and backward.
Such words carry their every day meaning into the Logo
language and help to make it simple to use.
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Turtle graphics are sometimes believed to be the whole of
Logo. The graphics are certainly important, generating
much of the enthusiasm for Logo. The turtle is a marker
on screen which allows you to draw pictures — but the
opportunity exists for you to add a floor turtle (a
mechanical device which moves around on the floor in
response to Logo instructions). RM Logo is also able to
let you use up to eight turtles on screen at the same
time, to change the shape of the turtle (to a bicycle for
example) and to let turtles sense other events happening
on screen.
Logo's ease of use is especially beneficial in an
educational environment because Logo doesn't ask for
specialized knowledge or experience. For example, turtle
graphics lets you draw pictures on screen without needing
1.1
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to know about coordinate geometry. However, you are
likely to learn without realizing it as you explore Logo!
For example, you might learn by experiment that the turtle
takes 360 steps to completely turn around. In finding out
this, the idea of 360 degrees in a complete turn is also
suggested.
Logo instructions are carried out immediately after you
type them in. Interest is maintained by actually seeing
things happen after typing an instruction. If you want a
set of instructions to be carried out together then you
can put them into a procedure. One of the features of
Logo is the way one procedure can call another, and
RM Logo will let you run a number of procedures in
parallel.
RM Logo is a versatile language and the aim of this book
is to let you find and use the full features of the
language.

Your RM Logo Disk and Guides
You will have received a disk called the RM Logo Disk.
(As with any such distribution disk, the contents must be
copied to another 'working' disk which is used. Then, if
your working disk is lost or damaged, another copy can be
made from the master.)
This disk contains all the files needed to use RM Logo and
to demonstrate its capabilities.
The files that RM Logo needs to work are:
LOGO.EXE — the Logo interpreter
PWORDl.OVR — the Logo editor
START.LGC — the standard Logo environment
PROWORD.EXE — to use the Logo editor outside of Log

(
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These are accompanied on the disk by some demonstration
files. These have the file extension . def
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An explanation of how to load and run the demonstration
files follows in the section, 'Loading, Running and Saving
Files'. Demonstration files are treated just like files
or procedures that you have created yourself.
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As well as this guide which briefly introduces RM Logo and
includes a reference section of the language, an
introductory book is available from Research Machines:
Beginning RM Logo by Hilary Shuard and Fred Daly,
PN 14393.

Starting Up
On a Network Nimbus
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If you have a Network Nimbus, it is assumed that
everything has been prepared by the Network Manager for
you to use RM Logo and that you can join the following
instructions where they specify you type:
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logo
O n a Standalone Nimbus

(

Your Nimbus should be switched on and displaying either
the initial Welcome screen or a drive prompt (such as A>).
• When Nimbus is displaying the welcome screen and a

(

message Welcome—Please s u p p l y an o p e r a t i n g

system

insert the Logo working disk into a drive.
Either amend the date and time or press <ENTER>
twice to keep the date and time shown.
The drive prompt of the drive holding the
Logo working disk appears on the screen.
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